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IC WELCOME

Welcome

T

he UK construction industry is a dynamic and
flexible sector that is in a state of flux. In order
to keep pace with an industry sector in which
change is constant, Inside Construction has had to
move with the needs of its 50,000+ readers.
As you will see in the following pages, Inside
Construction has undergone a huge change, shifting
from a relatively low-key publication into a full-blown
magazine that reflects the demands and interests of its
readers. And it is not just the look that has changed.
While our unique BCLive league table and economic
commentary remain the jewel in our newly-polished

crown, there is new content in abundance with key
areas such as skills, training, health and safety given
prominence.
It might take some getting used to but we sincerely
hope that you enjoy the first of our new look Inside
Construction magazines; that you will share it with
colleagues, clients and friends, and that you will stick
with us as this magazine evolves in the coming months.

Neil Edwards
CEO The Builders’
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Where Art and
Accommodation

MEET
Battersea Power Station

B

attersea Power Station Development Company
(BPSDC) and art’otel have confirmed the signing
of a hotel management agreement with lifestyle
hotel operator art’otel. The hotel will be developed by
Battersea Power Station and managed by PPHE Hotel
Group, owner of the art’otel brand. art’otel london
battersea power station is planned to open in 2019, in a
building designed by Foster + Partners and set around
the historic Grade II* listed Battersea Power Station.
The 160 plus -bedroom luxury lifestyle hotel will
offer incredible guest amenities with a number of
show-stopping skyline floors boasting panoramic
views leading up to the stunning roof garden designed
by the New York High Line team, James Corner Field
Operations. This jewel in the crown features an outdoor
rooftop pool and bar overlooking the iconic chimneys.
Beneath the beautifully curated gardens a
signature destination restaurant and double height
bar with wraparound views across the Power Station
and London skyline will become a favourite go-to
destination in the area. Guests will be welcomed by a
public gallery; a multi-purpose creative space offering a

rotating calendar of exhibitions, as well as cultural
and artistic events supporting established and
up-and-coming artists alike. With a lounge and
café sitting alongside, the space will be a welcoming
destination for guests and visitors to enjoy the ever changing cultural offering. Battersea Power Station’s
much-loved silhouette on London’s skyline will be
transformed into a pioneering, creative and commercial
destination within the emerging Nine Elms on the South
Bank cultural district.
Rob Tincknell, CEO of Battersea Power Station
Development Company commented: “We are
incredibly excited to be announcing this important
transaction and for it to be with such an innovative
hotel company. The selection process to find the
right brand and operator was a very competitive and
thorough one, involving the leading hotel brands from
around the world. art’otel was a standout winner, a
brand unlike anything we have seen in London to date,
and it is particularly fitting for it to have art at the very
heart of the brand and the hotel itself. I am confident
that together with art’otel we will deliver a beyond
expectations hotel.”

“ We are incredibly excited to be announcing this
important transaction and for it to be with such
an innovative hotel company”

IC NEWS

Balfour Beatty

WINS BIG IN INAUGURAL

BCLIVE

AWARDS

T

rade association and market intelligence
provider The Builders’ Conference hosted its
first-ever BCLive awards at The Savoy late last
year. And construction giant Balfour Beatty took away top
honours. The Builders’ Conference awarded top honours
to construction giant Balfour Beatty at a glittering trophy
ceremony at The Savoy in London earlier this week. The
trade association and trusted market intelligence provider
analysed the contract award findings of its BCLive league
table – sponsored by Builder’s Profile – to see which
company had won the most new business in 2015.
“Four companies exceeded the £2 billion mark of new
orders during 2015. Those companies included Lend
Lease, Morgan Sindall and Laing O’Rourke. Kier Group
bagged more than 180 individual contract awards while
Morgan Sindall Group collected a staggering 218,” said The
Builders’ Conference CEO, Neil Edwards. “But, the maths
don’t lie. The winner of the inaugural BCLive
Overall Winner award won more than 70 major contracts with a combined total value of more than £3 billion.
That is equivalent to more than five percent of all the
contract awards gathered by the BCLive league table in
2015. And that winner is Balfour Beatty.”

Balfour Beatty’s Harry Townley (centre) flanked by Paul Long of
Builder’s Profile (left) and The Builders’ Conference
CEO Neil Edwards

Balfour Beatty’s overall winner award was presented
to the company’s Business Development Director Harry
Townley by Neil Edwards and by Paul Long, managing
director of the BCLive league table sponsor, Builder’s
Profile. The event, which attracted more than 380 construction industry professionals, also included two further
awards. The New Business Achievement award was
designed to recognise and reward the company that has
achieved the greatest improvement level of new subcontractor orders during the past 12 month. The inaugural
New Business Achievement award – again sponsored by
Builder’s Profile – went to piling specialist Van Elle Ltd.
Vic Handley from Van Elle received the award from Neil
Edwards and Paul Long.
The final award was the President’s Award. For this,
The Builders’ Conference President, Dave Chapman of
Borras Construction, worked with the research team to
identify a company that has truly stood out in terms of
new construction orders on the BCLive league table during
2015. And the recipient of The President’s Award was Hill
Partnership. Edwards and Long presented the inaugural
trophy to the company’s Director Steve Kane.
“During 2015, the BCLive league table – sponsored by
Builder’s Profile – gathered data on more than £57 million
of new contract awards to cement its place as the industry’s trusted brand for market intelligence,” Neil Edwards
concludes. “There are lots of great construction awards
out there but ours are transparent as they are based
wholly upon mathematics. Balfour Beatty, Van Elle and
Hill Partnership each achieved an incredible performance
during 2015 and we are delighted to recognise and reward
that achievement.”
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L

ondon Luton Airport (LLA) has confirmed McLaughlin & Harvey,
a UK-wide building and civil
engineering company with headquarters
in Northern Ireland, will be the principal
contractor on an £51 million project
to redevelop and expand the airport
terminal.
LLA also confirmed Buckingham
Group Contracting secured an £8 million
contract to construct a new 1,700 space
multi-storey car park at the airport.
Whitemountain was announced as the
first principal contractor in November
following a £12 million tender to build
a new bus interchange, improved
drop-off facilities and airport road
upgrade. Future development works
to the airport’s taxiway network will also
commence later this year with final
completion in 2026.

“As the Transport
Secretary made clear at
today’s ground-breaking
event, expansion at LLA
is strategically vital to
ensure that we can
meet rapidly rising
demand for air travel
in the SouthEast”

TAKING
FLIGHT
London Luton Airport confirms contractors on
£110 million transformation project.

The contractors were confirmed on
the day the Secretary of State for
Transport, Patrick McLoughlin MP, visited
London Luton Airport to mark the official
ground-breaking of the combined £110
million project. A recent report by independent consultancy Oxford Economics
predicts the works will add an extra
10,000 jobs and £1 billion per year to the
economy by 2030.
The transformation now underway at
LLA will not only significantly improve
the experience for passengers, but also
increase annual capacity by 50 percent
from 12 million to 18 million passengers by 2020. LLA saw the fastest rate of

IC NEWS
passenger growth of all major London
airports in 2015, up 16.9 percent in its
busiest year on record.
McLaughlin & Harvey, whose previous infrastructure experience includes
projects at Aberdeen, Prestwick and
George Best Belfast City airports, will be
responsible for delivering the terminal
redevelopment. The work will see the
internal layout significantly expanded
and remodelled to increase capacity.
Nick Barton, CEO of LLA, said: “The
appointments of McLaughlin & Harvey
and Buckingham Group Contracting,
alongside Whitemountain, represent
a significant milestone for LLA. With
construction now well underway, passengers will quickly see the airport being
transformed.
“As the Transport Secretary made
clear at today’s ground-breaking event,
expansion at LLA is strategically vital to
ensure that we can meet rapidly rising
demand for air travel in the SouthEast.
Our £110 million transformation is also
set to give a huge boost to the local
economy and will create thousands of
new jobs for local people.”

Graham Goes to College

C

onstruction of a new multi-million pound Learning
and Skills Centre for Lambeth
College, London’s first career
college, has been completed by
Graham Construction.
The centre has been named the
‘Henry Thornton Building’ and is
the £8m second phase of a £12
million redevelopment project at
the college’s Clapham campus. It
includes new classrooms, a sports
hall and gym, as well as a nursery. The new facilities, which are
located behind the existing college,
covers 3,972 m2 in steel framed
structure, with a concrete roof
clad with a single-ply membrane,
curtain wawlling and a black and
white brick façade.
Replacing the college’s old buildings provides a more modern
educational environment with
facilities that will support curriculum areas such as sport, travel and
tourism, health and early years,
adult skills, and ESOL (English for
Speakers of other Languages).
Aimed at 14-19 year olds, its objective is to ensure that young people
have relevant skills to equip them
for the workplace.

Shaun Orrell, Lambeth College’s
acting principal and Vice Principal
for Finance and Business Planning
said: “We formed a good partnership with Graham Construction.
What impressed us was that the
development came in within
budget and ahead of schedule.
“We have high-quality buildings
that our learners, staff and our
community in Lambeth deserve.
We appreciate the fact that our l
earners are already saying that
they like the building while our
staff are saying that it is helping
them to focus more on learning
and hands on practical
assessment.”
Rob Joyce, Graham Construction’s London office director added: “Over the course of 50 weeks
we have constructed state-of-theart learning and training facilities
designed specifically to meet the
college’s £8m budget and its brief
to accommodate new courses, as
well as allowing it to expand its
offer within the further education
sector. This collaborative approach
has resulted in a leading centre for
education in South London delivered, to the agreed price,
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Off to a

Flying Start

The UK construction industry has started 2016 in much the same buoyant
mood as it finished 2015. The Builders’ Conference CEO Neil Edwards looks
over the figures from another busy month on the BCLive league table.

A

s is now the tradition, 2016
started with much talk of
post-Christmas torpor and the
January blues. But, if such a
thing exists, then the UK construction
industry missed the memo. Rather than
a slow and reluctant ramping up to the
New Year, the industry hit the ground
running, maintaining the momentum
with which it finished 2015 to post a
creditable £3.85 billion of new contract
awards in the first month.

NEIL EDWARDS
The Builders’ Conference CEO

Admittedly, that is more than a billion
down on the same period last year, but
the figures for 2015 were queered by
a £1.5 billion national infrastructure
contract win for Balfour Beatty. Without
that notable blip, 2016 started with even
more promise than the previous year,
recording 755 new contract awards
compared to 667 in January 2015.
Amidst all of this, it was Brookfield
Multiplex that claimed the coveted
number one slot on the BCLive league
table in January 2016 with a single £450
million for a new office build at Bishopsgate, East London.
Storming into second place was
Wates Ltd with an impressive 15 project
haul during the month. The largest of
these – valued at £80 million - was for
the new build of 275 additional care
units at Hall Road, Leeds Road and
Hawthorne Avenue for Hull City Council.

Morgan Sindall stole third spot
with a haul of 19 contract awards with a
combined value of £172 million. But the
company (temporarily, no doubt) lost
its most contracts by number crown as
Keepmoat bagged a staggering 29 new
orders with a combined value of £53.4
million.
While demand remains stubbornly
London-centric, the value of new orders
in the capital more than the cumulative
total achieved by the next four busiest
regions, January 2016 was a notable
month for several key areas of the
country. A £150 million mixed use
contract win for Caddick Developments
in Yorkshire helped drive the county’s
monthly total to more than £360 million.
Wales also enjoyed an upsurge thanks
to ISG winning a £80 million contract to
build a new headquarters for BBC Wales
in Glamorgan. The figures to Wales were
boosted still further by a £25 million contribution from Kier Construction for the
extension of the University of Wales.
Admittedly, it seems that new tender
announcements are still sleeping off a
New Year hangover, remaining languid
throughout the month. But despite wider concerns that the continued cooling of
the Chinese economy might just give the
rest of the world a cold, there remains
much cause for positivity and optimism
within the UK construction sector.

BCLive Trophy winners
BROOKFIELD MULTIPLEX claims the first top spot
in 2016 on BCLive league table with £450 million
of new construction orders & receives the January
2016 trophy for overall value sponsored by
Builder’s Profile
KEEPMOAT GROUP have made history on BCLive
league table by securing the £1 million to £5
million category and the up to £1 million
category of new construction orders for the
month which has never been achieved before.
All trophies are sponsored by Builder’s Profile.

BCLive Snapshot January 2016
405 companies detailed as winning
work during January 2016
755 new construction orders are detailed on BCLive
BROOKFIELD MULTIPLEX secure overall top spot
on table with £450 million of new work and will be
picking up January 2016 monthly trophy sponsored
by Builder’s Profile
KEEPMOAT GROUP secured the most number of
new construction orders in the month with 29
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Still Worrying

About China

Although well into recovery, the UK economy remains at the mercy of
financial shifts thousands of miles away, reports Mark Berrisford-Smith,
head of economics, UK Commercial Banking, HSBC Bank plc.

M

ore than seven years
and the lifting of sanctions against
on from the global
Iran, has caused prices to slump
financial crisis the
to their lowest since 2004. Brent
world economy is
crude is now trading at less than
still becalmed, as it struggles to
$30 a barrel, having been at $115 a
shake off its addiction to cheap
barrel 18 months ago.
money doled out by central banks.
Today’s environment of sluggish
The latest slump in oil and
growth, very low inflation, and
commodity prices is a good thing
high levels of indebtedness has
for the global economy. After
effectively become the ‘new
all, many more countries are net
normal’, with the rate of growth
importers of fuel than are net
achieved by the global economy
exporters. In those countries,
having held steady within a
households and businesses have
whisker of 2.5 percent for the past
enjoyed significant windfalls
MARK BERRISFORD-SMITH
five years.
in the form of lower fuel costs,
HSBC
All that’s happened is that the
boosting their ability to consume
economic deckchairs have been
other goods and services (or to
moved around, with a modest
pay down debts). But there is
quickening of growth in western advanced
another side to the coin: for countries whose
economies being offset by slower growth in
economies have been flying high for the past
the world’s emerging economies.
decade on the back of robust commodity prices,
In what turned out to be another disappointing
the events of the past few months have made an
year, the global economy is reckoned to have
already difficult adjustment process that much
expanded by 2.4 percent in 2015, with no meanharder. Brazil and Russia, in particular, are locked
ingful change in this pace of growth anticipated
in deep and prolonged recessions, and are set to
during either this year or next. Last year was
record three consecutive years of negative growth.
dominated by concerns about China, along with
It wasn’t all doom and gloom in 2015. After a
another flare-up of the Greek debt crisis. Greece’s
good deal of preparing the ground, the US Federal
position in the Euro Area now seems more secure
Reserve finally decided that America’s economic
after the dramatic events of last June and July, but
recovery was sufficiently well-established to cope
the concerns about China have refused to go away. with higher interest rates, and on 16 December
They have triggered two major bouts of turbulence it raised the range for the federal funds’ target
in financial markets, with the latest one causing
rate by 25 basis points to 0.25-0.50 percent. The
many of the major stock exchange indices to fall
recovery may seem a lacklustre affair compared
by over 20 percent since the start of the year.
with previous economic cycles, but after six years
of growth America’s GDP is now a tenth above the
Fuel Price Slump
pre-recession level.
China’s slowdown has triggered a slump in prices
Britain Boosted
for fuels and industrial raw materials. But it is
Britain enjoyed another year of decent growth in
developments in the oil market which have been
2015, although when the final figures are tallied up
the most dramatic, where the combination of
it will probably end up being pipped at the post by
lacklustre demand (not helped by a warm autumn
the United States as the fastest-growing of the G7
in the Northern hemisphere), Saudi Arabia’s
determination to hold onto its share of the market, economies.

IC FINANCE

It was also a surprisingly good year for the
Eurozone, where full-year growth for 2015 is
on track to come in at 1.5 percent. This doesn’t
seem like much to write home about, but given
the region’s adverse demographics – in particular
a shrinking workforce – it’s probably par for
the course. It’s also heartening that the region’s
labour market is finally improving in a meaningful
manner, with the number of people without work
having fallen by half a million in the past year and
with the unemployment rate having eased back
to 10.5 percent.
Meanwhile, Japan is finally making meaningful
progress in shaking off its long deflationary
malaise, and statistical revisions have now erased
what was thought to have been the country’s fifth
recession in eight years; even so, its economy is
still estimated to have expanded by only 0.6 percent
over 2015 as a whole. Outside the major economies,
there have been some robust performances. In the
Eurozone, Spain’s recovery continued apace, with
GDP growth likely to have exceeded 3 percent in
2015, while Ireland’s economy may have expanded
by more than 6 percent. Poland and Sweden also
had good years, with both notching up growth of
more than 3 percent. Among emerging economies
it was those countries that are net importers of oil
which displayed the greatest resilience in 2015,
although even among these the weakening of
demand from China was a dampener for some.
Nonetheless, GDP expanded by more than 7 percent
in India, and by over 5 percent in the Philippines
while Malaysia and Indonesia saw their economies
grow by 4-5 percent.

The Big Story

Finally, there were some positive developments
in the multilateral trade arena during 2015. After
many delays, the Trans-Pacific Partnership (TPP)
agreement was finally concluded in October.
Once ratified (and that might take a few years)
this free-trade agreement will encompass some 40
percent of the global economy, and is a potential
game-changer. Meanwhile, progress is ongoing to
implement the World Trade Organization’s Trade
Facilitation Agreement, which the OECD believes
could reduce the cost of undertaking cross-border
trade by between an eighth and a sixth. Together,
these agreements could make a meaningful
difference to global economic growth in the
medium term, although they aren’t going to
help in 2016.
The big economic stories of 2016 will be whether
the Chinese authorities succeed in reinvigorating
growth, and whether the US Federal Reserve can
cement its escape from near-zero interest rates or
whether it is compelled to reverse tack. In recent
years central banks in the Eurozone, Sweden,

Snapshot
¢ Financial markets have been rocked by another bout
of turbulence since the New Year, with many of the major
stock exchange indices falling into bear market territory, i.e.
declining by more than 20 percent. The biggest source of
concern continues to be the slowdown in China and its
knock-on effects for the rest of the global economy.
Meanwhile, the price of oil has slumped to its lowest in
12 years, on the back of a warm autumn in the northern
hemisphere and rampant over-supply.
¢ Many advanced economies continue to enjoy
modest growth, with consumers benefitting from rising
disposable incomes on the back of negligible inflation.
The economies of the USA, the UK, and Germany are
now all operating at very close to their full capacity, and
recent months have finally seen meaningful declines in
unemployment in France and Italy. With inflation set to
remain very low for some time yet, this pattern of growth
should be sustained in 2016.
¢ The main economic risks for the coming year arise
from the potential for monetary policy mishaps, China’s
slowdown turning into a hard-landing with accompanying stresses in its financial system, and oil prices sliding
further to below $20 a barrel.
¢ The UK will continue to fare relatively well, with
growth being driven once again by consumer spending
and the service sector. Although the EU referendum could
dent business confidence and cause some decisions to
be delayed, for this year as a whole GDP is expected to
expand by just over 2 percent, just as it did in 2015.
¢ With the latest slump in the price of oil meaning that
the rate of inflation will remain very low for longer, and
with wage pressures still subdued, the Bank of England
isn’t now expected to make its first move on interest rates
until November. We therefore anticipate justone increase
of 25 basis points in Bank Rate this year, with two more to
follow in 2017.

Norway, Australia, and New Zealand have all
embarked on monetary tightening, only to be
forced into a U-turn by appreciating currencies,
very low or negative inflation, and sluggish
economic growth. Meanwhile, the Chinese government’s efforts at economic stimulation have met
with only partial success, so that one of the biggest
changes since the last update is the downgrading
of our 2016 GDP growth forecast for China from 7.2
percent to 6.7 percent.
INSIDE CONSTRUCTION | FEBRUARY 2016
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Invest
or Lose Staff

Peace Recruitment, experts in the construction, property and
engineering sectors, is warning construction companies to
invest in existing employees now or risk losing them.

T

he skills shortage means
demand for construction
workers has never been so
high, with pay going through
the roof. Companies, many of which are
working with limited capacity, are being
forced to offer candidates the best
possible deals to try and attract them.
However, many firms are forgetting
to look after the workers they already
have. According to Peace Recruitment,
more and more underappreciated
workers are looking around to see what
is on offer elsewhere, so companies
need to act now to try and stop this
from happening.

Chris Peace

“We all know about the problems
the skills shortage is causing the
construction sector, but I’m afraid for
many companies it could be about to
get a whole lot worse,” explains Chris
Peace, Managing Director of Peace
Recruitment.
“Companies need to invest in their
existing employees now or risk losing
them, whether that’s increasing pay,
upskilling or promoting. From what we
are seeing firms are so focused
on attracting new talent to their
organisation that many are forgetting
about their existing employees who are
feeling unappreciated and disconnected.

IC FINANCE
Many firms are working with limited
capacity, which means they cannot take
on any more work without hiring new
staff, so all their attention is on attracting new workers and they are neglecting the people who are already there.
This is especially true if companies are
bringing in new talent on higher wages,
without ensuring parity is kept.

Time to Invest
Richard Threlfall, KPMG’s Head of Infrastructure,
Building and Construction, forecasts a positive outlook

“As a result of staff feeling undervalued many are beginning to look at the
opportunities that lie elsewhere, where
they are in high demand and where
they will get paid more. And, of course,
due to the skills shortage if you lose
key members of staff it is very difficult
to replace them. So we are urging all
construction companies to, first and
foremost, look after what they already
have. Train, promote and invest from
within, this has to be the top priority.
If companies fail to do this morale and
ultimately productivity will be reduced
and staff will leave.”

“As a result of staff
feeling undervalued many
are beginning to look at
the opportunities that lie
elsewhere, where they are
in high demand and where
they will get paid more”

Peace was reacting to the 2015 RICS
UK Construction Survey results which
found that the construction skills
shortage problem is only getting worse,
and that growth in the sector can only
slow down unless a solution to this
problem is found. The survey found
that 63 percent of firms in the Scottish
construction industry were struggling
to recruit skilled staff. It also found that,
although the construction sector is
currently growing, this can only last for
so long before growth stalls.

“A more stable construction industry
will be able to take advantage of a
strengthening market. Recent months
have seen output dip, and forecasts
have been revised downwards. But
it is clear that this is not reflective of
underlying demand, which remains
strong, particularly in commercial and
civils. That demand is being suppressed
by rising wages, which are causing
clients to delay and re-scope schemes.
Eventually recruitment into the industry
will start to dampen that cost pressure
and supply and demand will gradually
move back towards equilibrium over
the course of 2016.

Richard Threlfall

R

ichard Threlfall, KPMG’s Head
of Infrastructure, Building and
Construction, forecasts a positive
outlook for the construction industry in
2016 and has called on all businesses in
the sector to start to invest.

“Weak profitability in the industry
won’t improve overnight, but we
can expect to see steady growth in
order books and gradually improving
margins. For the supply chain, the
outlook is really good. Companies
that have real specialism will be in hot
demand, particularly those operating
with highly skilled labour which will
remain in short supply, for example in
electrical engineering. Subcontractors
will continue to hold the balance of
power for at least the next year, and
Tier 1’s will remain under pressure from
clients increasingly sceptical about
their added value. Conditions remain
ripe for consolidation in the industry,
with overseas buyers continuing to take
a very close interest in the UK market.

“2016 will be a good year for the construction industry. Tier 1s will stabilise,
labour supply and price pressures will
start to ease, and the industry should
be able to start focussing on securing
steady growth in what will be a strong
market. It will be a year for businesses
to invest, in people, processes and
“I believe construction demand
technology, to create a platform for
what could be many good years ahead,” will remain high for many years.
The Government is committed to
he says.
infrastructure programmes which will
“2015 was a particularly ghastly year take decades to deliver. Still-improving
economic sentiment will continue to drive
for many Tier 1 firms, who have been
knocked off-course by losses on legacy commercial demand. Housing pressure
remains acute and eventually some major
contracts signed too cheaply in order
supply-side intervention by Government
to maintain volume in the depth of
seems inevitable. 2016 is therefore the
recession. But it seems unlikely now
that there are many more skeletons in year for businesses in the construction
sector to invest and build the capacity
the cupboard and as restructurings of
businesses in the sector work through, and capability to take advantage of this
strong domestic market.”
a degree of stability should return.
INSIDE CONSTRUCTION | FEBRUARY 2016
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Fat of the Land

New research by trade insurance specialist’s construcaquote.com
has revealed that the average British construction worker will eat
upwards of 1,500 calories more than the recommended daily intake

N

ew research by trade insurance specialist’s
construcaquote.com has revealed that the
average British construction worker will eat
upwards of 1,500 calories more than the
recommended daily intake. Despite this revelation,
less than one fifth of workers polled considered
themselves to be at all overweight.
Researchers polled a total of 2,193 male UK
construction workers, all of whom were aged 18 or

over. In order to keep the results as unbiased as possible, those taking part in the research were spread
equally amongst each of the different UK regions.
Respondents were initially asked to consider how
much food they eat during a typical working day, and
asked to estimate how many calories it was likely to
add up to. The average answer was 4,050 calories,
1,500 more than the recommended daily amount
for a man.

IC HEALTH AND SAFETY
When asked to select the most common
meals they ate during a normal working
day from an extensive list of different
foods, the most popular answers were:

Breakfast baguettes
(bacon, sausage, egg etc)

Meat pie/pasties

64%

51%

Burger and chips 48%
English fry-up 35%

By comparison, only 17 percent said that ‘sandwiches’ were among the most common meals they
eat while at work, with only 4 percent regularly eating
salads.
When asked if they believed that they regularly ate
unhealthily during their working hours, the vast majority of respondents (71 percent) agreed that this was
the case, with more than half of these participants (51
percent) revealing that this was as a result of ‘not
being able to access healthy food options’, and a further
22 percent confessing they were ‘lazy’ with their diets.
Interestingly, when asked if they were classed as
overweight for their height and build, less than one
fifth of participants (19 percent) admitted to being on
the heavy side despite eating a seemingly unhealthy
amount of food each day, with the majority classing
themselves as either healthy or underweight.

Fried chicken 33%

Safety Dashed Upon Language Barrier
Construction union UCATT are calling on the Health and Safety Executive to urgently
review their reporting methods and for the industry to examine safety requirements,
following new evidence on migrant worker deaths.

A

n investigation by UCATT has discovered
that in 2014/15 (the most recent reporting
year) the highest number of construction
fatalities was in London with seven deaths.
Of these seven deaths five were migrant workers,
(71 percent).
UCATT discovered the evidence be analysing and
researching the names of the deceased workers, as
the Health and Safety Executive do not record the
nationality of workers who suffer a fatal accident.
Jerry Swain, Regional Secretary for London and
the South East, said: “Each of these deaths was an
individual tragedy. It is essential that issues such as
different safety standards and methods of working in countries, language issues and whether the
deceased were new to the construction industry

are properly considered in order to prevent future
fatalities. This is simply not going to happen if the
HSE continues to fail to address and record the
nationality of workers who suffer a fatal accident.”
One area where UCATT has called for reform
is in the CSCS health and safety test. Rather than
a simple tick box exercise, UCATT believes that
worker should not start on a site until they have
completed a minimum of a one day safety course.
“Anyone can be taught to pass a tick box exam.
That does not mean that they will not endanger
themselves or their colleagues when they are
working in construction,” Swain concluded. “A
proper safety course with a thorough assessment
of a worker’s understanding of safety must be the
minimum requirement before they go on site.”
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Kubota

Accepts New Challenge

Not content with its dominance of the UK mini excavator
market, Kubota is turning its attention to two new market
sectors and faces a very real yet very different challenge in both.

IC EQUIPMENT AND TECHNOLOGY

K

ubota was among the first of the Japanese
mini excavators to make landfall in the UK
back in the 1980s. At the time, their products – already a market leader in their native country – were derided as toys and dismissed
as suitable only for excavating window boxes.
This year, the company will sell £100 million worth
of mini excavators.
Kubota’s ability to overcome market resistance
will stand it in good stead as it enters two new
spheres: tracked carriers and – more challenging
still – compact wheel loaders. The ability to sell
its newly extended range of tracked carriers into a
variety of markets already familiar with the Kubota
mini excavator marque makes this a logical expansion of the brand. But selling compact wheel
loaders flies in the face of UK construction equipment fashion. For while our European neighbours in Germany, France and the Netherlands
buy small wheel loaders by the cartload, the UK
has traditionally preferred its machine with either
a backhoe on the rear or – more recently – some
telescoping capability on the front.

The largest model in the Kubota tracked carrier
range is the KC250HR-4, a full-blown model with
a 2,500 kg carrying capacity that is an ideal match
for a mini excavator in the Kubota KX080-4 class.
It is powered by a Kubota V2203-M engine that
produces 33.4 kW at a rated 2,300 rpm. The unit
features a variable-speed, two-pump, two motor
and clutchless hydrostatic transmission for smooth
control throughout the power range. This drivetrain provides the KC250HR-4 with a top speed of
11 km/hour and plenty of torque in more difficult
terrain. The machine is operated from within a
ROPS/FOPS canopy and features a deluxe reversing
seat that allows the operator to drive with the load
in front or behind, depending upon ground conditions and visibility requirements.
With its feet already planted in the construction,
plant hire, landscaping and agricultural sectors
with its field-proven mini excavator range, Kubota’s tracked carrier line-up make for a logical and
ideal addition. The same cannot necessarily be
said of its foray into the wheel loader market.

Continental Flavour

On Track

Kubota comes to the tracked carrier market with
a four model turnkey solution that matches its
mini excavator line-up. Each of the four models –
KC70H, KC70HV-4, KC110HR-4 and KC250HR-4 – is
powered by a fuel efficient and emissions compliant
Kubota engine that will be familiar to just about
anyone that has ever set foot on a construction site.
At the smaller end of the range, the KC70H-4
is just 758 mm wide, allowing it to pass easily
through doorways, gates and between houses.
Coupled with a simple ride-on operation, this
model is ideally suited to the landscaping and
house refurbishment sectors. The KC70HV-4,
meanwhile, features the same OC95 diesel engine
that again affords a power output of 7.1 kW but
married to an extending undercarriage that still
passes through a doorway when retracted but
which provides a more stable base when extended
to its full 1,058 mm working width.
The larger KC110HR-4 is powered by the Kubota
D722 diesel engine delivering 11.8 kW and driving
through a two-speed hydraulic transmission to provide
a top speed of 5 km/hour.
Once again operated from
a rear-mounted foot plate,
the KC110HR-4 has a 0.52
m3 capacity skip that rotates
via a hydraulic slew ring and
which is capable of carrying
a payload of 1,000 kg.

The six models that make up the Kubota RT series
are, in fact, manufactured in the Netherlands by
Tobroco, an established purveyor of wheel loaders
for the discerning Continental European market.
Each is powered by a fuel efficient and emissions
compliant Kubota diesel engine that will again
be familiar to UK customers. And, indeed, the
articulated machines - the RT100, RT140, RT150,
RT210, RT270 and top-of-the-range RT280 - look
every bit a worthy extension to the Kubota
market offering.
The largest model in the RT range is the 2.6
tonne RT280 that is powered by a V1505-T diesel engine developing 33 kW at 2,000 rpm. The
machine is equipped with heavy duty axles and a
hydrostatic transmission that affords a 25 km/hour
travel speed and provides sufficient grunt in
rough terrain.
The smallest model is the RT100, a 1,175 kg unit
is powered by a Kubota D722 engine producing 15
kW and a top speed of 12 km/hour. A 47 degree

“ With its feet already planted in the construction,
plant hire, landscaping and agricultural sectors
with its field-proven mini excavator range,
Kubota’s tracked carrier line-up make for
a logical and ideal addition”
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Coming, But when?

The greatest challenge facing the company and its
new products, however, comes with the RO65 and
RO85 models that are Kubota through and through.
The two models were shown in prototype form at
the last Bauma exhibition and again as a “coming
soon” option at PlantworX, and even now the company is reluctant to announce an official launch
date. And with good reason. The 4.3 and 4.7
tonne operating weight of these new models paces
Kubota in a straight head-to-head with the likes
of JCB, Volvo and Caterpillar in a well-served and
largely-saturated sector.
That said, the Kubota RO65 and RO85 have much
to recommend them. The Kubota power pack
lurking under the bonnet of both models is about as
popular in construction circles as an engine can be.
The levels of operator comfort, performance and
serviceability are all what customers might expect
from a machine sporting a Kubota badge. Both
machines are also protected by the anti-theft system
seen on all Kubota mini excavators.

articulation allows this compact model to turn
within a small space making it ideally suited to
sites where space is at a premium. A 5.3 degree
oscillation also allows the machine to travel over
rougher terrain. Like the larger models in the
RT range, the machine is operated from within a
comfortable and well-appointed ROPS and FOPS
certified canopy.
In addition to the standard 0.23 m3 capacity
bucket, the RT100 is offered with an extensive array of front-end attachments including sweepers,
blades, grabs and grapples. Operational flexibility is enhanced still further by a wide selection
of hitches and couplers including a Bobcat hitch.
“This is not a single build,” says Kubota UK’s senior
dealer manager, Richard Sayers. “Customers can
choose the basic model and then add hitches,
attachments, and tyres to suit their application.
These ‘specials’ can be turned around in just six
weeks from order to delivery.”
This system of base machine plus custom additions has a very tractor market feel to it, and for
good reason. The Kubota RT range was introduced into the German market, primarily, as a
construction product but quickly expanded into
the agricultural market. Richard Sayers anticipates the reverse here in the UK, suggesting that
the initial sales split will be around 65 percent
into the agricultural market and 35 percent into
construction.

The RO65 features a 0.85 m3 capacity bucket and
sufficient load height for truck loading duties. A
water-cooled V2607 Stage III-A engine provides
almost 40 kW of power while a hydrostatic transmission and high ground clearance means that the unit
can tackle virtually all terrains with relative ease.
The larger RO85 features the same engine only
this time with the addition of a turbocharger and
Stage III-B credentials that up the power to 46 kW
and affords a variety of application-matched work
modes. Normal mode allows the machine to carry
out regular duties with power to spare; Eco mode
knocks the revs back to reduce fuel consumption;
Power mode cranks the traction up a notch or two
for more difficult ground conditions; while Attachment mode is the only mode that allows the operator to set the engine revs manually while providing
a slightly more gentle acceleration.
Although the two larger wheel loader models are
both proven and popular in places like Germany,
Kubota UK’s Neil Winfield is fully aware of the
challenge facing his network of dealers. “We are
going into this market with our eyes wide open,”
he says. “It is difficult to gauge true machine
sales figures in this sector as not all manufacturers submit figures. But we estimate the market at
somewhere in the region of 200 to 300 units. If we
could secure 50 machine sales in the first full year,
we would be very happy.”
It won’t be easy. The market is small, mature
and well-served. But if any company cam make
inroads into the sector, it is Kubota. When it
comes to facing down seemingly insurmountable
odds, the company has form.

IC INSURANCE

Rest Insured
Two thirds of small business
owners don’t have professional
indemnity protection.

N

ew research by a construction
and small business insurance
specialist constructaquote.
com has discovered that as
many as 64 percent of sole-traders
and small business owners within the
UK don’t own professional indemnity
insurance, with those working as building contractors, engineers and estate
agents revealed as the top culprits.
The research was inspired after constructaquote.com spoke to its customer Adrian Buckmaster, the owner of
cladding contractors Terraclad Limited,
which employs six people. Buckmaster took out professional indemnity
insurance with constructaquote.com
last month; he spoke of his decision to
invest in the policy:
“Terraclad LTD is a very new venture, at just two months old, and it is a
vital requirement within the cladding
industry to have professional indemnity
insurance. I have previously worked
with and for companies that have not
invested in professional indemnity
insurance and witnessed them struggle
with the limited cover when incidents
have occurred. As I already have both
employer and public liability insurance
with constructaquote.com, they were
the obvious choice for help with the
important investment of taking out professional indemnity insurance. I have
found working with them to be both a
straightforward and simple process.”
In a bid to determine just how many
other British employers appreciate
the importance of professional indemnity insurance, the team polled 2,165

small business owners in the UK and
sole-traders aged 21 and over, all of
whom stated they had owned their own
business for a minimum of 3 years, for
the purposes of the study.
All respondents were initially asked
‘Do you already own professional
indemnity insurance?’ to which almost
two thirds of respondents, 64 percent,
admitted ‘no’. Respondents who stated
they didn’t own insurance were asked
to state what industries they worked in.
When provided with a list of possible
sectors and asked to select the answer
most relevant to their business,

Top 5 results were:
Building/construction 13%
Engineering 11%

because they’ll never require professional indemnity insurance are those
who are most likely to one day be in a
position to use it. Those who say they
don’t own it because they can’t afford
it should really do a little research – it’s
affordable, and business owners have
the ability to pay in either monthly or
annual instalments, depending on preference,” says constructaquote.com CEO
Lyndon Wood. “Ultimately, it’s better
to have indemnity insurance and not
need it, than the other way around. If a
claim was to be made against someone
who didn’t have the insurance, it would
cost them much more to cover the fees,
which could prove particularly damaging for small businesses. For as little as
£80 per year, it’s worth getting to settle
any fears or concerns.”
Lyndon Wood

Property 9%
I.T. 9%
Health/Fitness 8%
When asked why they didn’t yet have
the insurance, respondents stated ‘I
don’t feel as though I’ll ever require
it’ (39 percent), ‘I don’t know enough
about what the insurance policy would
guarantee me’ (33 percent) and ‘I don’t
think I can find the budget to pay for it’
(12 percent) as the top reasons why.
“We’re shocked to hear just how
many small business owners in the UK
don’t have this insurance; it’s absurd.
Those who say they haven’t invested
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A TOUGH NEW ERA

We are entering a tough new era for sentencing of health and safety
offences. But what are the implications for the construction sector,
asks Jon Cooper, partner, Bond Dickinson LLP

F

or a good few years now anyone
involved in the construction
sector will have been aware of
an apparently steady increase
in the number of prosecutions in the
criminal Courts for breaches of health
and safety legislation. A scan of trade
media and publications might give the
impression of increasing penalties and
more enforcement activity by the HSE
but is, or more specifically was, that
impression correct?
The reality is that for some time
there has been concern that penalties
imposed, particularly on large
organisations, were too low and the
approach to sentencing in the Courts
was inconsistent. It was in response
to that concern that the Sentencing
Council issued a consultation which ran
between November 2014 and February
2015 on sentencing in health and safety,
gross negligence manslaughter and
corporate manslaughter offences. On
the 3 November 2015 the Sentencing
Council issued new Guidelines arising
from that consultation which will apply
to sentencing in all health and safety
and corporate manslaughter prosecutions. It will be mandatory for Courts to
follow the Guidelines for all sentences
passed, not offences committed, after 1
February 2016.

Focus on Enforcement

This heralds the start of an era where
sentencing in health and safety
offences will increase dramatically as
will the commercial and reputational
consequences which follow on from
the imposition of significant fines.
Given the continued focus in terms of
enforcement action on construction
activities the ramifications for those
involved in the sector are of particular
significance. In an industry where
health and safety is rightly a priority the
potentially draconian new sanctions
will be a timely reminder that standards
in health and safety management
cannot slip.

IC LEGISLATION

The suggested range of sentencing
makes stark reading, particularly for
large organisations. Under current
guidelines fines for health and safety
offences resulting in death should not
normally be less than £100,000 and
for corporate manslaughter not less
than £500,000. Those figures pale into
insignificance when compared with the
incoming guidelines.
For health and safety offences fines of
up to £10 million are envisaged for large
organisations (those with a turnover
greater than £50 million), up to £4
million for medium sized organisations
(turnover between £10 million and £50
million), up to £1.6 million for small
(£2 million to £10 million) and up to
£450,000 for micro (less than £2 million).
For corporate manslaughter
offences the ranges are even higher
with penalties of up to £20 million
for large organisations. Where an
organisation’s turnover greatly exceeds
the £50 million threshold Courts may go
beyond the figures contained within the
guidelines.

Level of Harm

The other two factors influencing the
level of fines imposed under the new
regime are the seriousness of the
offence in terms of the level of culpability, and the level of harm caused.
Culpability ranges from very high –
deliberate breach of or flagrant disregard for the law, down to low – where
an offender did not fall far short of the
appropriate standard.
Once the degree of culpability has
been determined the Court must
consider the risk of harm. That involves
considering two factors, the seriousness
of the harm risked and the likelihood of

Jon Cooper

that harm arising. It should be remembered that, in the criminal context, a
breach of health and safety legislation
arises from the creation of the risk of
harm; it doesn’t necessarily need to
have resulted in actual injury or harm.
The seriousness of harm is stepped
into three categories, with the most
serious including fatalities, physical
or mental impairment resulting in
life long dependency or significantly
reduced life expectancy, and the second
category including physical or mental
impairment which has a substantial and
long term effect on the ability to carry
out daily activities or return to work, or
a progressive permanent or irreversible
condition.
The likelihood of the harm arising
involves the Court considering the
number of workers or members of the
public exposed to the risk of harm and
whether the offence was a significant
cause of actual harm.

Perhaps more so than in other sectors
some risks in construction are, and have
been for many years, well recognised.
These include risks arising from working
at height and site transport risks. It
is likely that any failing to manage
such risks will lead to the prosecution
asserting that culpability is towards the
top of the scale. Similarly those risks
bring with them a likelihood of harm
which is likely to be categorised as high.

Vulnerable Victims

Another consideration for the sector is
the new aggravating factor of vulnerable victims. It is likely that prosecuting
authorities may assert that foreign
workers, who play a key role in this
sector, may fall within this definition.
The legal framework in terms of
health and safety has not changed
and so organisations should already
have in place appropriate systems to
ensure that their work activities and
those of their contractors are meeting
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legal requirements. However the
substantially higher penalties that are
likely to follow for breaches are a timely
reminder of the importance of attaining
and maintaining the highest standards
of health and safety management.
Organisations should therefore look at
their systems, identify and prioritise
risks and ensure that there are appropriate control measures in place.

Based on enforcement history
in the sector key issues to be
considered will include:
The appointment, procurement and
monitoring of contractors.
On site cooperation and coordination.
CDM considerations – becoming a
designer “by default” or not
considering the opportunity to make
“elections” as to a single client.
Ensuring that policies are in place,
followed and enforced, not only in
relation to direct employees but also
contractors. So make sure contractual
provisions give you the right to do so.

“ It is likely that organisations
will be more willing to use
disciplinary procedures to
deal with health and safety
failings on the part of
employees and contractual
provisions on the part
of contractors and
sub-contractors.”

Likely Impact

There is no doubt that the Sentencing
Council sees the new Guideline as
another means of ensuring high
standards of health and safety. No
one would disagree with the laudable
objective of a safe working environment
but will stringent penalties assist in that
process? It is likely that organisations
will be more willing to use disciplinary
procedures to deal with health and
safety failings on the part of employees
and contractual provisions on the part
of contractors and sub-contractors. Is
there not a risk that that might lead to a
greater reluctance to report incidents or
near misses?
The degree of harm is, as can be
seen above, a significant determinative
factor in the level of penalties imposed.
It appears that most occupational
health conditions, or the risks of such
conditions arising, will fall into harm
level C. Given that many of the prosecutions in relation to occupational health
involve smaller companies will the risk
of low penalties being imposed send
out completely the wrong message?
Undoubtedly the headline that has
emerged from the new sentencing
regime is the risk of much higher
penalties being imposed. That is
indeed a consideration and companies
do need to ensure that they maintain
high standards in the management of
health and safety. However is it right
that the level of fine is so linked to
turnover? The degree of risk in small
businesses within the construction
sector is arguably much higher than
in larger organisations and is it not
those organisations which require the
sanction of, proportionately, tougher
penalties to remind them of their health
and safety responsibilities?

IC LEGISLATION

Brace for Impact

One in four construction firms unaware of new
national living wage legislation, and 30 percent of
construction firms less likely to employ an
apprentice aged 25 and over
the financial pressure brought on by
the wage rise.
This is despite 24 percent of
construction employers stating that
they see apprentices aged 25+ as
being more experienced, whilst a
quarter consider them to be more
reliable than younger apprentices.

Ian Anfield

A

lmost half (46 percent) of
firms in the construction
industry are set to feel the
financial impact of new pay
legislation affecting apprentices aged
25 years and over.
The survey was conducted by the
UK’s leading construction payroll
provider Hudson Contract, which
polled companies on the new
legislation which will see the wages
of apprentices aged over 25 increase
from £6.70 to the national living
wage of £7.20 in April 2016.
The research discovered that 24
percent of firms in the construction
sector don’t know about the
impending legislation change, whilst
30 percent of those surveyed will
worryingly be less likely to employ
an apprentice who is aged 25+ due to

When it comes to the age debate,
81 percent of firms said that they
employ apprentices under the age
of 25, with 47 percent claiming their
apprentice stays with the business
for up to three years after completing
their apprenticeship. This compared
to 34 percent who stay with the
company for up to five years and
14 percent who last up to 10 years –
proving that apprentices are still seen
as a long-term investment and vital
to bolstering a talented workforce.
Ian Anfield, managing director of
Hudson Contract, commented: “With
the construction industry one of the
biggest apprenticeship employers, we
wanted to gauge the opinions of our
building clients across the UK who
will ultimately be impacted by the
new legislation.
“Despite the findings indicating
that nearly half of firms will be hit
financially by the legislation and
around a third may potentially be
deterred from employing an
apprentice aged 25 and over, it was
reassuring that 42 percent of firms
will employ an apprentice based on
ability,rather than age.”

¡Businesses looking to see the full
results of the survey:
Click here
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Liebherr Bags
Apprenticeship
Honours

C

onstruction equipment
manufacturer Liebherr GB Ltd
has been revealed as the BAE
Systems Large Employer of
the Year at the National Apprenticeship
Awards at an exclusive ceremony at
London’s Grosvenor House.
The Awards, now in their twelfth year,
are run by the National Apprenticeship
Service and recognise excellence in two
areas: businesses that grow their own
talent with apprentices and apprentices
who have made a significant contribution to their workplaces.
The company was chosen as the winner in recognition of its commitment
to developing young people through
apprenticeships.
“Congratulations to Liebherr GB Ltd
for their success at the National Apprenticeship Awards. Apprenticeships

truly are set to be one of the great success stories of the decade, and Liebherr
GB Ltd is a worthy ambassador,” says
Skills Minister Nick Boles. “We are
committed to 3 million apprenticeships
by 2020 so that even more businesses
can follow Liebherr GB Ltd’s lead and
reap the benefits of apprenticeships.”
Boles’ views were echoed by employment minister Priti Patel.
“I would like to extend my warmest
congratulations to Liebherr GB for
their fantastic achievement in being
named the BAE Systems Large Employer of the Year. Apprenticeships
offer a fantastic way for many young
people of all backgrounds to earn as
they learn while providing employers
with the transferable skills needed
to take their business from strength
to strength. We currently have record-breaking levels of employment
– and this is boosted by prospects like
apprenticeships. I want to see this
continue.
By working closely with businesses
and taking steps like rolling out our
‘Jobcentre Plus Support for Schools’
programme to teach pupils about work
experience, apprenticeships and traineeships, we are helping to create an
even more flexible and resilient labour
market for the future.”
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